
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Investor Information

This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to
invest.

ASI Global Government Bond Tracker Fund, a Sterling denominated sub fund of the Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV, B Acc Shares (ISIN:
GB00BK80KQ76). This fund is managed by Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited.

OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY
Investment Objective
To generate income and some growth over the long term (5 years or
more) by tracking the return of the JP Morgan GBI Global Index (Hedged
to GBP).

Performance Target: To match the return of the JP Morgan GBI Global
Index (Hedged to GBP) (before charges). The Performance Target is the
level of performance that the management team hopes to achieve for
the fund. There is however no certainty or promise that they will achieve
the Performance Target.

The ACD believes this is an appropriate target for the fund based on the
investment policy of the fund and the constituents of the index.

Investment Policy 
Portfolio Securities
- The fund will invest at least 90% in government bonds that make up the
JP Morgan GBI Global Index (Hedged to GBP).
 - The fund will typically invest directly but may also invest indirectly
when deemed appropriate in order to meet its objective.
 - Indirect investment may be achieved via derivatives and exchange-
traded funds.
 - The fund may also invest in other funds (including those managed by
abrdn), money-market instruments, and cash.
 - 35% or more of the fund's total assets may be invested in bonds issued
by a single government issuer.

Management Process
- The fund uses passive management techniques (including indexation
and sampling) to achieve the fund's objective. The management team
use their discretion (specifically when using sampling techniques) in
deciding which investments are to be included in the portfolio. The
number of investments may vary.
 - They anticipate that deviation from the performance of the JP Morgan
GBI Global Index (Hedged to GBP) ("tracking error") will be in the region
of 0.0 - 0.5% per year. Factors likely to affect the ability of the fund to
achieve this tracking error are transaction costs, small illiquid
components, coupon reinvestment, fund expenses such as annual
management charges, significant inflows/ outflows and the cash
management.

 - The tracking error may be affected if the times at which the fund and
the JP Morgan GBI Global Index (Hedged to GBP) are priced are
different. The fund is valued at 12:00, but the JP Morgan GBI Global Index
(Hedged to GBP) is valued at market close and so therefore the tracking
error of the fund at Valuation Point may appear to be higher than if the
fund and JP Morgan GBI Global Index (Hedged to GBP) were priced at
the same time.
 - Non-Sterling denominated assets will typically be hedged back to
Sterling to reduce exposure to currency rate movements.

Derivatives and Techniques
- The fund may use derivatives to reduce risk, reduce cost and/ or
generate additional income or growth consistent with the risk profile of
the fund (often referred to as "Efficient Portfolio Management").
 - Currency forwards are used to reduce (hedge) risk related to currency
movements on non-Sterling assets in order to match the return of the
currency hedged benchmark.
 - Derivatives may also be used to reduce tracking error by enabling the
fund to match the maturity profile ("duration") of the JP Morgan GBI
Global Index (Hedged to GBP).
 - Derivative usage in the fund otherwise is expected to be very limited.

Benchmark Details
The Benchmark Index rebalances on a monthly basis. Further details
regarding the Benchmark Index (including its constituents) are available
on the index provider's website at:
http://www.jpmorgan.com/pages/jpmorgan/investbk/solutions/rese
arch/indices/composition.

Investors in the fund may buy and sell shares on any dealing day (as
defined in the Prospectus).
If you invest in income shares, income from investments in the fund will
be paid out to you. If you invest in accumulation shares, income will be
added to the value of your shares.

Recommendation: the fund may not be appropriate for investors who
plan to withdraw their money within five years. Investors should satisfy
themselves that their attitude to risk aligns with the risk profile of this
fund before investing.

RISK AND REWARD PROFILE
Lower risk Higher risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This indicator reflects the volatility of the fund's share price over the last
five years which in turn reflects the volatility of the underlying assets in
which the fund invests. Historical data may not be a reliable indication for
the future.
The current rating is not guaranteed and may change if the volatility of
the assets in which the fund invests changes. The lowest rating does not
mean risk free.
The fund is rated as 3 because of the extent to which the following risk
factors apply:
2 The fund may not perform fully in line with the index which it is tracking

because of factors which may include transaction costs, timing and
holding mismatching, or in the event of extreme market disruption.

2 Due to timing differences, currency hedging may not totally eliminate
differences between the fund's currency exposures and those of its
benchmark. This may mean that the fund's performance deviates
from that of the index it is tracking.

2 The fund invests in securities which are subject to the risk that the
issuer may default on interest or capital payments.

2 The fund price can go up or down daily for a variety of reasons
including changes in interest rates, inflation expectations or the
perceived credit quality of individual countries or securities.

2 The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial
loss and increased volatility in adverse market conditions, such as a
failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives may result
in the fund being leveraged (where market exposure and thus the
potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and
in these market conditions the effect of leverage will be to magnify

losses.
All investment involves risk. This fund offers no guarantee against loss or
that the fund's objective will be attained.
The price of assets and the income from them may go down as well as
up and cannot be guaranteed; an investor may receive back less than
their original investment.
Inflation reduces the buying power of your investment and income.
The value of assets held in the fund may rise and fall as a result of
exchange rate fluctuations.
The fund could lose money if an entity (counterparty) with which it does
business becomes unwilling or unable to honour its obligations to the
fund.
In extreme market conditions some securities may become hard to
value or sell at a desired price. This could affect the fund's ability to meet
redemptions in a timely manner.
The fund could lose money as the result of a failure or delay in
operational processes and systems including but not limited to third
party providers failing or going into administration.



CHARGES
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the fund
including marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the
potential growth of your investment.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry charge 0.00%

Exit charge 0.00%

These are the maximum charges that we might take out of your money
before it is invested and before we pay out the sale proceeds of your
investment. In some cases, you might pay less and you should speak to
your financial adviser about this.

Charges taken from the fund over a year

Ongoing charges 0.14%

Charges taken from the fund under certain specific conditions

Performance fee 0.00%

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases
you might pay less - you can find this out from your financial adviser.
The Ongoing Charges figure is an estimate based on the last year's
expenses and may vary from year to year. It excludes the costs of buying
or selling assets for the Fund. An estimate is used in order to provide the
figure that will most likely be charged.
Where the Fund invests in an open-ended collective investment scheme
which is operated or managed by the ACD/the Manager or an associate
of the ACD/the Manager, no additional annual management charge will
be incurred by the Fund on such an investment.
The annual report for each financial year will include detail on the exact
charges made.
The Ongoing Charge figure is as at 31/12/2021.
A switching charge may be applied in accordance with the Prospectus.
For more information about charges please see Prospectus.
Further information on the charges can be found in the Prospectus.

PAST PERFORMANCE
ASI Global Government Bond Tracker Fund, B Acc, 31 December 2021

% Returns

Performance Target - Pleasse see narrative
Fund (Net)

Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
Performance is net of charges and does not take into account any entry,
exit or switching charges but does take into account the ongoing
charge, as shown in the Charges section.
Performance is calculated in GBP.
The fund was launched in 2020. The share/unit class was launched in
2020.
Performance Target - JP Morgan Government Bond Global (Hedged to
GBP).

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
This document describes only one share class and other share classes
are available. Information on how to buy, sell and switch shares is
available by contacting us (see below).
Detailed information about the Fund , including its Prospectus, latest
Annual and Half-Yearly reports and current share prices is available at
www.abrdn.com. Alternatively, please contact Aberdeen Standard Fund
Managers Limited, PO BOX 12233, Chelmsford, Essex CM99 2EE.
Telephone: 0345 113 6966. Email: customer.services@abrdn.com. The
documents are available in English only.
Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV offers a range of funds with diversified
investment objectives. The Prospectus, Annual and Half-Yearly reports
cover all the funds within Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV. In the unlikely
event of one fund having debts, the assets of the other funds may not be
used to settle these.
The Fund's Authorised Corporate Director is Aberdeen Standard Fund
Managers Limited.
The depositary of the Fund is Citibank UK Limited.
The tax legislation of the United Kingdom may have an impact on your
personal tax position.
Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on
the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading,
inaccurate or inconsistent with the relevant parts of the prospectus for
the Fund.
Details of an up-to-date UCITS V Remuneration Policy Statement,
including but not limited to, a description of how remuneration and
benefits are calculated, and the identities of persons responsible for
awarding remuneration and benefits, including the composition of the
Remuneration Committee, are available at abrdn.com. and a paper
copy will be made available free of charge on request to the Authorised
Corporate Director.

The Fund is authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. This key investor information is accurate as at 11/03/2022.



Key Investor Information

This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to
invest.

ASI Short Dated Global Inflation-Linked Bond Tracker Fund, a Sterling denominated sub fund of the Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV, B Acc Shares
(ISIN: GB00BGMK1733). This fund is managed by Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited.

OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY
Investment Objective
To generate income and some growth over the long term (5 years or
more) by tracking the return of the Bloomberg World Government
Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index (Hedged to GBP).

Performance Target: To match the return of the Bloomberg World
Government Inflation-linked 1-10 years Index (Hedged to GBP) (before
charges). The Performance Target is the level of performance that the
management team hopes to achieve for the fund. There is however no
certainty or promise that they will achieve the Performance Target.

The ACD believes this is an appropriate target for the fund based on the
investment policy of the fund and the constituents of the index.

Investment Policy 
Portfolio Securities
- The fund will invest at least 90% in government bonds that make up the
Bloomberg World Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index
(Hedged to GBP).
- The fund will typically invest directly but may also invest indirectly when
deemed appropriate in order to meet its objective.
- Indirect investment may be achieved via derivatives and exchange-
traded funds.
- The fund may also invest in other funds (including those managed by
abrdn), money-market instruments, and cash.
- 35% or more of the fund's total assets may be invested in securities
issued by a single government issuer.

Management Process
- The fund uses passive management techniques (including indexation
and sampling) to achieve the fund's objective. The management team
use their discretion (specifically when using sampling techniques) in
deciding which investments are to be included in the portfolio. The
number of investments may vary.
 - They anticipate that deviation from the performance of the
Bloomberg World Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index
(Hedged to GBP) ("tracking error") will be in the region of 0.0 - 0.5% per
year. Factors likely to affect the ability of the fund to achieve this tracking
error are transaction costs, small illiquid components, coupon
reinvestment, fund expenses such as annual management charges,
significant inflows / outflows and the cash management.
 - The tracking error may be affected if the times at which the fund and

the Bloomberg World Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index
(Hedged to GBP) are priced are different. The fund is valued at 12:00, but
the Bloomberg World Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index
(Hedged to GBP) is valued at market close and so therefore the tracking
error of the fund at Valuation Point may appear to be higher than if the
fund and the Bloomberg World Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years
Index (Hedged to GBP) were priced at the same time.
 - Non-Sterling denominated assets will typically be hedged back to
Sterling to reduce exposure to currency rate movements.

Derivatives and Techniques
- The fund may use derivatives to reduce risk, reduce cost and/or
generate additional income or growth consistent with the risk profile of
the fund (often referred to as "Efficient Portfolio Management").
 - Currency forwards are used to reduce (hedge) risk related to currency
movements on non-Sterling assets in order to match the return of the
currency hedged benchmark.
 - Derivatives may also be used to reduce tracking error by enabling the
fund to match the maturity profile ("duration") of the Bloomberg World
Government Inflation-Linked 1-10 years Index (Hedged to GBP).
 - Derivative usage in the fund otherwise is expected to be very limited.

Benchmark Details
The Benchmark Index rebalances on a monthly basis. Further details
regarding the Benchmark Index (including its constituents) are available
on the index provider's website at
https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/product/indices/bloomber
g-fixed-income-indices/.

Investors in the fund may buy and sell shares on any dealing day (as
defined in the Prospectus).
If you invest in income shares, income from investments in the fund will
be paid out to you. If you invest in accumulation shares, income will be
added to the value of your shares.

Recommendation: the fund may not be appropriate for investors who
plan to withdraw their money within five years. Investors should satisfy
themselves that their attitude to risk aligns with the risk profile of this
fund before investing.

RISK AND REWARD PROFILE
Lower risk Higher risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This indicator reflects the volatility of the fund's share price over the last
five years which in turn reflects the volatility of the underlying assets in
which the fund invests. Historical data may not be a reliable indication for
the future.
The current rating is not guaranteed and may change if the volatility of
the assets in which the fund invests changes. The lowest rating does not
mean risk free.
The fund is rated as 3 because of the extent to which the following risk
factors apply:
2 The fund may not perform fully in line with the index which it is tracking

because of factors which may include transaction costs, timing and
holding mismatching, or in the event of extreme market disruption.

2 Due to timing differences, currency hedging may not totally eliminate
differences between the fund's currency exposures and those of its
benchmark. This may mean that the fund's performance deviates
from that of the index it is tracking.

2 The fund invests in securities which are subject to the risk that the
issuer may default on interest or capital payments.

2 The fund price can go up or down daily for a variety of reasons
including changes in interest rates, inflation expectations or the
perceived credit quality of individual countries or securities.

2 The use of derivatives carries the risk of reduced liquidity, substantial
loss and increased volatility in adverse market conditions, such as a
failure amongst market participants. The use of derivatives may result
in the fund being leveraged (where market exposure and thus the
potential for loss by the fund exceeds the amount it has invested) and

in these market conditions the effect of leverage will be to magnify
losses.

All investment involves risk. This fund offers no guarantee against loss or
that the fund's objective will be attained.
The price of assets and the income from them may go down as well as
up and cannot be guaranteed; an investor may receive back less than
their original investment.
Inflation reduces the buying power of your investment and income.
The value of assets held in the fund may rise and fall as a result of
exchange rate fluctuations.
The fund could lose money if an entity (counterparty) with which it does
business becomes unwilling or unable to honour its obligations to the
fund.
In extreme market conditions some securities may become hard to
value or sell at a desired price. This could affect the fund's ability to meet
redemptions in a timely manner.
The fund could lose money as the result of a failure or delay in
operational processes and systems including but not limited to third
party providers failing or going into administration.



CHARGES
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the fund
including marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the
potential growth of your investment.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry charge 0.00%

Exit charge 0.00%

These are the maximum charges that we might take out of your money
before it is invested and before we pay out the sale proceeds of your
investment. In some cases, you might pay less and you should speak to
your financial adviser about this.

Charges taken from the fund over a year

Ongoing charges 0.13%

Charges taken from the fund under certain specific conditions

Performance fee 0.00%

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases
you might pay less - you can find this out from your financial adviser.
The Ongoing Charges figure is an estimate based on the last year's
expenses and may vary from year to year. It excludes the costs of buying
or selling assets for the Fund. An estimate is used in order to provide the
figure that will most likely be charged.
Where the Fund invests in an open-ended collective investment scheme
which is operated or managed by the ACD/the Manager or an associate
of the ACD/the Manager, no additional annual management charge will
be incurred by the Fund on such an investment.
The annual report for each financial year will include detail on the exact
charges made.
The Ongoing Charge figure is as at 31/12/2021.
A switching charge may be applied in accordance with the Prospectus.
For more information about charges please see Prospectus.
Further information on the charges can be found in the Prospectus.

PAST PERFORMANCE
ASI Short Dated Global Inflation-Linked Bond Tracker Fund, B Acc, 31
December 2021

% Returns

Performance Target - Please see narrative
Fund (Net)

Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
Performance is net of charges and does not take into account any entry,
exit or switching charges but does take into account the ongoing
charge, as shown in the Charges section.
Performance is calculated in GBP.
The fund was launched in 2019. The share/unit class was launched in
2019.
Performance Target - Bloomberg World Government Inflation Linked
(1-10 Yr) (Hedged to GBP).

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
This document describes only one share class and other share classes
are available. Information on how to buy, sell and switch shares is
available by contacting us (see below).
Detailed information about the Fund , including its Prospectus, latest
Annual and Half-Yearly reports and current share prices is available at
www.abrdn.com. Alternatively, please contact Aberdeen Standard Fund
Managers Limited, PO BOX 12233, Chelmsford, Essex CM99 2EE.
Telephone: 0345 113 6966. Email: customer.services@abrdn.com. The
documents are available in English only.
Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV offers a range of funds with diversified
investment objectives. The Prospectus, Annual and Half-Yearly reports
cover all the funds within Aberdeen Standard OEIC IV. In the unlikely
event of one fund having debts, the assets of the other funds may not be
used to settle these.
The Fund's Authorised Corporate Director is Aberdeen Standard Fund
Managers Limited.
The depositary of the Fund is Citibank UK Limited.
The tax legislation of the United Kingdom may have an impact on your
personal tax position.
Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on
the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading,
inaccurate or inconsistent with the relevant parts of the prospectus for
the Fund.
Details of an up-to-date UCITS V Remuneration Policy Statement,
including but not limited to, a description of how remuneration and
benefits are calculated, and the identities of persons responsible for
awarding remuneration and benefits, including the composition of the
Remuneration Committee, are available at abrdn.com. and a paper
copy will be made available free of charge on request to the Authorised
Corporate Director.

The Fund is authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. This key investor information is accurate as at 11/03/2022.



KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION
This document provides you with key investor information about this Fund. It is not marketing material. The 
information is required by law to help you understand the nature and risks of investing in this Fund. You are advised 
to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

BlackRock Corporate Bond 1 to 10 Year 
Fund
A sub-fund of BlackRock Collective Investment Funds

Class D Accumulating GBP
ISIN: GB00B84DT147
Manager: BlackRock Fund Managers Limited

Objectives and Investment Policy
The Fund aims to provide a return on your investment (generated through an increase in the value of the assets held by the Fund and/or income received from those 
assets) by tracking closely the performance of a composite benchmark (i.e. a benchmark comprised of two or more other benchmarks) comprising of the Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch Sterling Corporate Securities 1-5 Year Index and the Bank of America Merrill Lynch Sterling Corporate Securities 5-10 Year Index, the Fund’s 
benchmark indices.
The Fund is passively managed and the investment manager has limited discretion to select the Fund’s investments and in doing so may take into consideration the 
benchmark index. The Fund invests in fixed income securities (such as bonds) that make up the benchmark indices and, at the time of purchase, comply with the 
credit rating requirements of the benchmark indices.
The benchmark indices measure the performance of Sterling denominated fixed income securities publicly issued by companies in the Eurobond or United Kingdom 
markets. The fixed income securities will pay income according to a fixed rate of interest and will be investment grade (i.e. meet a specified level of credit worthiness) 
at the time of inclusion in the benchmark indices. They will have a time to maturity (i.e. the time they become due for repayment) of between 1 and 10 years.
The Fund uses techniques to achieve a similar return to its benchmark indices. These techniques may include the strategic selection of certain securities that make up 
the benchmark indices or other fixed income securities which provide similar performance to certain constituent securities. They may also include the use of 
derivatives (i.e. investments the prices of which are based on one or more underlying assets).
The Fund may also engage in short-term secured lending of its investments to certain eligible third parties. This is used as a means of generating additional income and 
to off-set the costs of the Fund.
Recommendation: This Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.
Your units will be accumulating units (i.e. dividend income will be included in their value).
Your units will be denominated in Sterling, the Fund's base currency.
You can buy and sell your units daily. The minimum initial investment for this unit class is £100,000.

For more information on the Fund, share/unit classes, risks and charges, please see the Fund's prospectus, available on the product pages at www.blackrock.com

Risk and Reward Profile
Lower risk Higher risk
Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of 
the future risk profile of the Fund.
The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest category does not mean risk free.
The Fund is rated three due to the nature of its investments which include the 
risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund’s investments 
or expose the Fund to losses.

- Credit risk, changes to interest rates and/or issuer defaults will have a 
significant impact on the performance of fixed income securities. Potential or 
actual credit rating downgrades may increase the level of risk.

Particular risks not adequately captured by the risk indicator include:

- Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such 
as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or other 
instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

- Credit Risk: The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not pay 
income or repay capital to the Fund when due. If a financial institution is 
unable to meet its financial obligations, its financial assets may be subject to 
a write down in value or converted (i.e. “bail-in”) by relevant authorities to 
rescue the institution.

- Liquidity Risk: Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers to 
allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily.



This Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. BlackRock Fund Managers Limited, the manager, is authorised in the UK 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This Key Investor Information is accurate as at 16 February 2022

Charges
The charges are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of 
marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential growth of your 
investment.

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases you might 
pay less. Please refer to your financial advisor or the distributor for the actual entry 
and exit charges.

*Subject to a charge of up to 2% paid into the Fund where the Manager suspects 
excessive trading by an investor.

The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the twelve month period 
ending 25 January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio 
trade-related costs, except costs paid to the custodian and any entry/exit charge 
paid to an underlying collective investment scheme (if any).

**  To  the  extent  the  Fund  undertakes  securities  lending  to  reduce  costs,  the
Fund will receive 62.5% of the associated revenue generated and the remaining
37.5%  will  be  received  by  BlackRock  as  the  securities  lending  agent.  As
securities  lending  revenue  sharing  does  not  increase  the  costs  of  running  the
Fund, this has been excluded from the ongoing charges.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry Charge None

Exit Charge None*

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is invested or 
before proceeds of your investments are paid out.

Charges taken from the Fund over each year

Ongoing Charges 0.16%**

Charges taken from the Fund under certain conditions

Performance Fee None

Past Performance
Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance.
The chart shows the Fund's annual performance in 
GBP for each full calendar year over the period 
displayed in the chart. It is expressed as a 
percentage change of the Fund's net asset value at 
each year-end. The Fund was launched in 2010. The 
unit class was launched in 2012.
Performance is shown after deduction of ongoing 
charges. Any entry/exit charges are excluded from 
the calculation.
†¹ICE BofAML Sterling 1-10 Yr Cust. Index (GBP)

Historic performance to 31 December 2021

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

 Fund 2.1 7.8 0.8 7.4 4.6 -1.4 7.8 5.9 -1.8

 Target †¹ 3.2 8.9 1.6 8.0 4.6 -1.1 7.8 5.9 -1.7

Practical Information
The trustee and depositary of the Fund is The Bank of New York Mellon (International) Limited, which also acts as custodian.
Further information about the Fund can be obtained from the latest annual report and half-yearly reports of the BlackRock Collective Investment Funds (BCIF). These 
documents are available free of charge in English. These can be found, along with other information, such as unit prices, on the BlackRock website at 
www.blackrock.com or by calling Investor Services on 0800 44 55 22.
Investors should note that the tax legislation that applies to the Fund may have an impact on the personal tax position of your investment in the Fund.
The Fund is a sub-fund of BCIF, an umbrella structure comprising different sub-funds. This document is specific to the Fund and unit class stated at the beginning of 
this document. However, the prospectus, annual and half-yearly reports are prepared for the umbrella.
BlackRock Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent 
with the relevant parts of the Fund's prospectus.
The assets of the Fund are held on trust for its unitholders under English trust law which means that its assets cannot be used to discharge the liabilities of other sub-
funds within BCIF. In addition, the Fund's assets are held separately from the assets of other sub-funds.
Investors may switch their units in the Fund for units in another sub-fund within BCIF, subject to meeting certain conditions as set out in the prospectus.
The Remuneration Policy of the Management Company, which describes how remuneration and benefits are determined and awarded, and the associated governance 
arrangements, is available at www.blackrock.com/Remunerationpolicy or on request from the registered office of the Management Company.
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Key Investor Information 

This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you 
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest. 

Fidelity Index World Fund 

a sub-fund of Fidelity Investment Funds 

P Accumulation Shares (ISIN: GB00BJS8SJ34) 

This fund is managed by FIL Investment Services (UK) Limited 

 

n The fund aims to track the performance (before fees and expenses are 
applied) of the MSCI World (Net Total Return)Index, thereby seeking to 
increase the value of your investment over 5 years or more. 

n The fund uses an index tracking (passive) investment approach whereby 
it aims to replicate the composition of the index. However, for practical 
reasons and/or to reduce the dealing costs of the fund, it may not 
invest in every company share in the index or at its weighting within the 
index. 

n As well as investing directly in company shares, the fund will achieve 
exposure indirectly using derivatives, such as exchange traded index 
futures, for example at the time of cash inflows to remain fully invested 
or to reduce transaction costs. 

n Derivatives are investments whose value is linked to another investment, 
or to the performance of a stock exchange or to some other variable 
factor, such as interest rates and used to reduce risk or transaction 
costs and/or to generate extra income or further increase the value of 
your investment.  

n To manage the cash position, the fund may invest in other investment 
types such as liquidity funds (including those managed by Fidelity). 

n Income earned by the fund is paid into the fund and reflected by an 
increase in the value of each share. 

n Shares can usually be bought and sold each business day of the fund. 

n Note: The funds described herein are indexed to an MSCI index. The 
MSCI World Index captures large and mid cap representation across 
Developed Markets countries. The funds or securities referred to herein 
are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted by MSCI, and MSCI bears 
no liability with respect to any such funds or securities or any index on 
which the funds or securities are based. The Prospectus contains a 
more detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI has with 
Fidelity and any related funds.  

 

Lower risk Higher risk 

 

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 n Historical data may not be a reliable indication for the future. 

n The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time. 

n The lowest category does not mean a "risk free" investment. 

n The risk and reward profile is classified by the level of historical 
fluctuation of the Net Asset Values of the share class, and within this 
classification, categories 1-2 indicate a low level of historical fluctuations, 
3-5 a medium level and 6-7 a high level. 

n The value of your investment may fall as well as rise and you may get 
back less than you originally invested. 

n The fund may invest in instruments denominated in currencies other than 
the fund base currency. Changes in currency exchange rates can 
therefore affect the value of your investment. 

n Currency hedging may be used which aims to reduce the effect of such 
changes. However, the effects may not be completely eliminated to the 
degree expected. 

n Fidelity International’s partial swing pricing policy can cause differences 
in the fund’s performance versus the index. 

n A fund’s performance tracking may be affected if the times at which a 
fund and its benchmark index are priced are different. The fund is priced 
at midday UK time, and the index is priced when the relevant stock 
markets close. This can cause apparent differences in the fund’s 
performance versus that of the index than if the fund and the index were 
priced at the same time. 

 



Key Investor Information Fidelity Index World Fund 

Charges for this fund (ISIN: GB00BJS8SJ34) 
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential 
growth of your investment. 

 

 

Practical Information 

 n The depositary is J.P.Morgan Europe Limited. 

n For more information, please consult the Prospectus and latest Reports and Accounts which can be obtained free of charge in English and other main 
languages from the Fund Manager, the distributors or online at any time. 

n Details of the summary Remuneration Policy are available via https://www.fil.com. A paper copy can be obtained free of charge in English from the 
Fund Manager. 

n The Net Asset Values per Share are available at the registered office of the Fund Manager. They are also published online at 
www.fidelityinternational.com where other information is available. 

n The tax legislation in United Kingdom may have an impact on your personal tax position. For further details you should consult a tax advisor. 

n This document describes a sub-fund and share class of Fidelity Investment Funds (the 'investment company'). The Prospectus and Reports and Accounts 
are prepared for the entire investment company. 

n FIL Investment Services (UK) Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or 
inconsistent with the relevant parts of the Prospectus for the investment company. 

n The assets and liabilities of each sub-fund of Fidelity Investment Funds are segregated by law and with that assets of this sub-fund will not be used to 
pay liabilities of other sub-funds. 

n More share classes are available for this investment company. Details can be found in the Prospectus. 

n You have the right to switch from this share class into the same or possibly other share class types of this or another sub-fund. Details on switching rules 
can be found in the Prospectus. 

 

Past performance is not a guide to 
future performance results. 
 
If any, the past performance shown 
takes into account the ongoing charges 
with exception of any applicable 
entry/exit charges. 
The fund was launched on 10/12/2012. 
This class was launched on 03/03/2014. 
Past performance has been calculated 
in GBP. 
The performance of the Benchmark is 
also included in the graph for 
comparative purposes. 

 

 n Class n Benchmark  
Y

If applicable, events in the fund's life which may have affected the performance history are highlighted as an ‘*’; in 
the chart, which may include changes to the fund's objective and details of such events can be found on our 
website or by requesting it from your appointed representative or your usual Fidelity contact. If applicable, the 
Objectives and Investment Policy section shall refer to a benchmark and information on previous benchmarks may 
be found in the annual report and accounts. 
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The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases you 
might pay less - you can find this out from your financial adviser / distributor. 
 
The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the year ending 
28/02/2021. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes: 

n performance fees (where applicable); 

n portfolio transaction costs, except in the case of an entry/exit charge paid 
by the fund when buying or selling units in another collective investment 
undertaking. 

For more information about charges, including the possibility that swing pricing 
may apply, please consult the most recent Prospectus. 

 

One-off charges taken before or after you invest 

Entry charge N/A 

Exit charge N/A 

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is 
invested or before the proceeds of your investment are paid out. 

 Charges taken from the fund over a year 

Ongoing charges 0.12% 

  Charges taken from the fund under certain specific 

conditions 
Performance fee N/A 

  

 

Past Performance 

 

Country in which this fund is authorised: United Kingdom. The Supervisory Authority is: Financial Conduct Authority. 
Country in which FIL Investment Services (UK) Limited is authorised: United Kingdom. The Supervisory Authority is: 
Financial Conduct Authority. 
This key investor information is accurate as at 26/01/2022. 

 



KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION
This document provides you with key investor information about this Fund. It is not marketing material. The 
information is required by law to help you understand the nature and risks of investing in this Fund. You are advised 
to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

iShares Corporate Bond Index Fund (UK)
A sub-fund of BlackRock Collective Investment Funds

Class D Accumulating GBP
ISIN: GB00B84DSW83
Manager: BlackRock Fund Managers Limited

Objectives and Investment Policy
The Fund aims to provide a return on your investment (generated through an increase in the value of the assets held by the Fund and/or income received from those 
assets) by tracking closely the performance of the Markit iBoxx GBP Non-Gilts Overall TR Index, the Fund’s benchmark index.
The Fund is passively managed and the investment manager has limited discretion to select the Fund’s investments and in doing so may take into consideration the 
benchmark index. The Fund invests in fixed income securities (such as bonds) that make up the benchmark index and, at the time of purchase, comply with the credit 
rating requirements of the benchmark index.
The benchmark index measures the performance of fixed income securities denominated in Sterling issued by governments, government agencies, companies and 
supranationals (e.g. the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development) but excludes gilts (i.e. bonds) issued by the UK government. These may include fixed 
income securities which pay income according to a fixed rate of interest and will be investment grade (i.e. meet a specified level of credit worthiness) at the time of 
inclusion in the benchmark index.
The Fund uses techniques to achieve a similar return to its benchmark index. These techniques may include the strategic selection of certain securities that make up 
the benchmark index or other fixed income securities which provide similar performance to certain constituent securities. They may also include the use of derivatives 
(i.e. investments the prices of which are based on one or more underlying assets).
The Fund may also engage in short-term secured lending of its investments to certain eligible third parties. This is used as a means of generating additional income and 
to off-set the costs of the Fund.
Recommendation: This Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.
Your units will be accumulating units (i.e. dividend income will be included in their value).
Your units will be denominated in Sterling, the Fund's base currency.
You can buy and sell your units daily. The minimum initial investment for this unit class is £100,000.

For more information on the Fund, share/unit classes, risks and charges, please see the Fund's prospectus, available on the product pages at www.blackrock.com

Risk and Reward Profile
Lower risk Higher risk
Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of 
the future risk profile of the Fund.
The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest category does not mean risk free.
The Fund is rated four due to the nature of its investments which include the 
risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund’s investments 
or expose the Fund to losses.

- Credit risk, changes to interest rates and/or issuer defaults will have a 
significant impact on the performance of fixed income securities. Potential or 
actual credit rating downgrades may increase the level of risk.

Particular risks not adequately captured by the risk indicator include:

- Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such 
as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or other 
instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

- Credit Risk: The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not pay 
income or repay capital to the Fund when due. If a financial institution is 
unable to meet its financial obligations, its financial assets may be subject to 
a write down in value or converted (i.e. “bail-in”) by relevant authorities to 
rescue the institution.

- Liquidity Risk: Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers to 
allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily.



This Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. BlackRock Fund Managers Limited, the manager, is authorised in the UK 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This Key Investor Information is accurate as at 16 February 2022

Charges
The charges are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of 
marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential growth of your 
investment.

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases you might 
pay less. Please refer to your financial advisor or the distributor for the actual entry 
and exit charges.

*Subject to a charge of up to 2% paid into the Fund where the Manager suspects 
excessive trading by an investor.

The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the twelve month period 
ending 25 January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio 
trade-related costs, except costs paid to the custodian and any entry/exit charge 
paid to an underlying collective investment scheme (if any).

**  To  the  extent  the  Fund  undertakes  securities  lending  to  reduce  costs,  the
Fund will receive 62.5% of the associated revenue generated and the remaining
37.5%  will  be  received  by  BlackRock  as  the  securities  lending  agent.  As
securities  lending  revenue  sharing  does  not  increase  the  costs  of  running  the
Fund, this has been excluded from the ongoing charges.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry Charge None

Exit Charge None*

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is invested or 
before proceeds of your investments are paid out.

Charges taken from the Fund over each year

Ongoing Charges 0.11%**

Charges taken from the Fund under certain conditions

Performance Fee None

Past Performance
Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance.
The chart shows the Fund's annual performance in 
GBP for each full calendar year over the period 
displayed in the chart. It is expressed as a 
percentage change of the Fund's net asset value at 
each year-end. The Fund was launched in 2010. The 
unit class was launched in 2012.
Performance is shown after deduction of ongoing 
charges. Any entry/exit charges are excluded from 
the calculation.
†¹iBoxx Sterling Non Gilt Index (GBP)
As of 29 April 2016, the benchmark index converted 
from a close of business valuation to a midday 
valuation. Historic performance of the benchmark 
index has been simulated by the benchmark index 
provider and such data is used for the purposes of 
demonstrating historic performance in the "Past 
Performance" table from 30 June 2010 or from the 
launch of the share class if later.

Historic performance to 31 December 2021

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

 Fund 0.2 11.6 -0.1 10.3 4.4 -1.6 9.3 7.9 -3.1

 Target †¹ 0.8 12.2 0.6 10.6 4.3 -1.6 9.3 7.9 -3.1

Practical Information
The trustee and depositary of the Fund is The Bank of New York Mellon (International) Limited, which also acts as custodian.
Further information about the Fund can be obtained from the latest annual report and half-yearly reports of the BlackRock Collective Investment Funds (BCIF). These 
documents are available free of charge in English. These can be found, along with other information, such as unit prices, on the BlackRock website at 
www.blackrock.com, on the iShares website at www.ishares.com or by calling Investor Services on 0800 44 55 22.
Investors should note that the tax legislation that applies to the Fund may have an impact on the personal tax position of your investment in the Fund.
The Fund is a sub-fund of BCIF, an umbrella structure comprising different sub-funds. This document is specific to the Fund and unit class stated at the beginning of 
this document. However, the prospectus, annual and half-yearly reports are prepared for the umbrella.
BlackRock Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent 
with the relevant parts of the Fund's prospectus.
The assets of the Fund are held on trust for its unitholders under English trust law which means that its assets cannot be used to discharge the liabilities of other sub-
funds within BCIF. In addition, the Fund's assets are held separately from the assets of other sub-funds.
Investors may switch their units in the Fund for units in another sub-fund within BCIF, subject to meeting certain conditions as set out in the prospectus.
The Remuneration Policy of the Management Company, which describes how remuneration and benefits are determined and awarded, and the associated governance 
arrangements, is available at www.blackrock.com/Remunerationpolicy or on request from the registered office of the Management Company.



KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION
This document provides you with key investor information about this Fund. It is not marketing material. The 
information is required by law to help you understand the nature and risks of investing in this Fund. You are advised 
to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

iShares Overseas Government Bond Index 
Fund (UK)
A sub-fund of BlackRock Collective Investment Funds

Class D Accumulating GBP
ISIN: GB00B849C803
Manager: BlackRock Fund Managers Limited

Objectives and Investment Policy
The Fund aims to provide a return on your investment (generated through an increase in the value of the assets held by the Fund and/or income received from those 
assets) by tracking closely the performance of the JP Morgan Global Government Bond Index ex-UK, the Fund’s benchmark index.
The Fund is passively managed and the investment manager has limited discretion to select the Fund’s investments and in doing so may take into consideration the 
benchmark index. The Fund invests in fixed income securities (such as bonds) that make up the benchmark index and, at the time of purchase, comply with the credit 
rating requirements of the benchmark index.
The Fund’s benchmark index measures the performance of fixed income securities issued by governments of countries (excluding the United Kingdom). The fixed 
income securities will pay income according to a fixed rate of interest and will have a credit rating which reflects that of the relevant government. They will have a 
minimum remaining time to maturity (i.e. the time until they become due for repayment) of 1 year.
The Fund uses techniques to achieve a similar return to its benchmark index. These techniques may include the strategic selection of certain securities that make up 
the benchmark index or other fixed income securities which provide similar performance to certain constituent securities. They may also include the use of derivatives 
(i.e. investments the prices of which are based on one or more underlying assets).
The Fund may also engage in short-term secured lending of its investments to certain eligible third parties. This is used as a means of generating additional income and 
to off-set the costs of the Fund.
Recommendation: This Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.
Your units will be accumulating units (i.e. dividend income will be included in their value).
Your units will be denominated in Sterling, the Fund's base currency.
You can buy and sell your units daily. The minimum initial investment for this unit class is £100,000.

For more information on the Fund, share/unit classes, risks and charges, please see the Fund's prospectus, available on the product pages at www.blackrock.com

Risk and Reward Profile
Lower risk Higher risk
Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of 
the future risk profile of the Fund.
The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest category does not mean risk free.
The Fund is rated four due to the nature of its investments which include the 
risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund’s investments 
or expose the Fund to losses.

- Credit risk, changes to interest rates and/or issuer defaults will have a 
significant impact on the performance of fixed income securities. Potential or 
actual credit rating downgrades may increase the level of risk.

Particular risks not adequately captured by the risk indicator include:

- Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such 
as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or other 
instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

- Credit Risk: The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not pay 
income or repay capital to the Fund when due.

- Liquidity Risk: Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers to 
allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily.



This Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. BlackRock Fund Managers Limited, the manager, is authorised in the UK 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This Key Investor Information is accurate as at 16 February 2022

Charges
The charges are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of 
marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential growth of your 
investment.

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases you might 
pay less. Please refer to your financial advisor or the distributor for the actual entry 
and exit charges.

*Subject to a charge of up to 2% paid into the Fund where the Manager suspects 
excessive trading by an investor.

The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the twelve month period 
ending 25 January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio 
trade-related costs, except costs paid to the custodian and any entry/exit charge 
paid to an underlying collective investment scheme (if any).

**  To  the  extent  the  Fund  undertakes  securities  lending  to  reduce  costs,  the
Fund will receive 62.5% of the associated revenue generated and the remaining
37.5%  will  be  received  by  BlackRock  as  the  securities  lending  agent.  As
securities  lending  revenue  sharing  does  not  increase  the  costs  of  running  the
Fund, this has been excluded from the ongoing charges.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry Charge None

Exit Charge None*

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is invested or 
before proceeds of your investments are paid out.

Charges taken from the Fund over each year

Ongoing Charges 0.11%**

Charges taken from the Fund under certain conditions

Performance Fee None

Past Performance
Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance.
The chart shows the Fund's annual performance in 
GBP for each full calendar year over the period 
displayed in the chart. It is expressed as a 
percentage change of the Fund's net asset value at 
each year-end. The Fund was launched in 2011. The 
unit class was launched in 2012.
Performance is shown after deduction of ongoing 
charges. Any entry/exit charges are excluded from 
the calculation.
†¹JP Morgan Global Government Bond Index ex UK 
(GBP)

Historic performance to 31 December 2021

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

 Fund -7.2 6.2 1.8 22.6 -3.2 5.8 1.6 5.8 -5.6

 Target †¹ -6.4 6.4 3.2 22.0 -2.7 5.9 1.6 6.1 -5.7

Practical Information
The trustee and depositary of the Fund is The Bank of New York Mellon (International) Limited, which also acts as custodian.
Further information about the Fund can be obtained from the latest annual report and half-yearly reports of the BlackRock Collective Investment Funds (BCIF). These 
documents are available free of charge in English. These can be found, along with other information, such as unit prices, on the BlackRock website at 
www.blackrock.com, on the iShares website at www.ishares.com or by calling Investor Services on 0800 44 55 22.
Investors should note that the tax legislation that applies to the Fund may have an impact on the personal tax position of your investment in the Fund.
The Fund is a sub-fund of BCIF, an umbrella structure comprising different sub-funds. This document is specific to the Fund and unit class stated at the beginning of 
this document. However, the prospectus, annual and half-yearly reports are prepared for the umbrella.
BlackRock Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent 
with the relevant parts of the Fund's prospectus.
The assets of the Fund are held on trust for its unitholders under English trust law which means that its assets cannot be used to discharge the liabilities of other sub-
funds within BCIF. In addition, the Fund's assets are held separately from the assets of other sub-funds.
Investors may switch their units in the Fund for units in another sub-fund within BCIF, subject to meeting certain conditions as set out in the prospectus.
The Remuneration Policy of the Management Company, which describes how remuneration and benefits are determined and awarded, and the associated governance 
arrangements, is available at www.blackrock.com/Remunerationpolicy or on request from the registered office of the Management Company.



KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION
This document provides you with key investor information about this Fund. It is not marketing material. The 
information is required by law to help you understand the nature and risks of investing in this Fund. You are advised 
to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

iShares UK Gilts All Stocks Index Fund (UK)
A sub-fund of BlackRock Collective Investment Funds

Class D Accumulating GBP
ISIN: GB00B83HGR24
Manager: BlackRock Fund Managers Limited

Objectives and Investment Policy
The Fund aims to provide a return on your investment (generated through an increase in the value of the assets held by the Fund and/or income received from those 
assets) by tracking closely the performance of the FTSE Actuaries UK Conventional Gilts All Stocks Index, the Fund’s benchmark index.
The Fund is passively managed and the investment manager has limited discretion to select the Fund’s investments and in doing so may take into consideration the 
benchmark index. The Fund invests in fixed income securities (such as bonds) that make up the benchmark index and, at the time of purchase, comply with the credit 
rating requirements of the benchmark index.
The Fund’s benchmark index measures the performance of Sterling denominated United Kingdom (UK) Government fixed income securities (gilts). The fixed income 
securities will have a credit rating which reflects that of the UK Government. The fixed income securities will pay income according to a fixed rate of interest.
The Fund uses techniques to achieve a similar return to its benchmark index. These techniques may include the strategic selection of certain securities that make up 
the benchmark index or other fixed income securities which provide similar performance to certain constituent securities. They may also include the use of derivatives 
(i.e. investments the prices of which are based on one or more underlying assets).
The Fund may also engage in short-term secured lending of its investments to certain eligible third parties. This is used as a means of generating additional income and 
to off-set the costs of the Fund.
Recommendation: This Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.
Your units will be accumulating units (i.e. dividend income will be included in their value).
Your units will be denominated in Sterling, the Fund's base currency.
You can buy and sell your units daily. The minimum initial investment for this unit class is £100,000.

For more information on the Fund, share/unit classes, risks and charges, please see the Fund's prospectus, available on the product pages at www.blackrock.com

Risk and Reward Profile
Lower risk Higher risk
Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of 
the future risk profile of the Fund.
The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
The lowest category does not mean risk free.
The Fund is rated four due to the nature of its investments which include the 
risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund’s investments 
or expose the Fund to losses.

- Credit risk, changes to interest rates and/or issuer defaults will have a 
significant impact on the performance of fixed income securities. Potential or 
actual credit rating downgrades may increase the level of risk.

- Investment risk is concentrated in specific sectors, countries, currencies or 
companies. This means the Fund is more sensitive to any localised economic, 
market, political, sustainability-related or regulatory events.

Particular risks not adequately captured by the risk indicator include:

- Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such 
as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or other 
instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

- Credit Risk: The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not pay 
income or repay capital to the Fund when due.

- Liquidity Risk: Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers to 
allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily.



This Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. BlackRock Fund Managers Limited, the manager, is authorised in the UK 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This Key Investor Information is accurate as at 16 February 2022

Charges
The charges are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of 
marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential growth of your 
investment.

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures. In some cases you might 
pay less. Please refer to your financial advisor or the distributor for the actual entry 
and exit charges.

*Subject to a charge of up to 2% paid into the Fund where the Manager suspects 
excessive trading by an investor.

The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the twelve month period 
ending 25 January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio 
trade-related costs, except costs paid to the custodian and any entry/exit charge 
paid to an underlying collective investment scheme (if any).

**  To  the  extent  the  Fund  undertakes  securities  lending  to  reduce  costs,  the
Fund will receive 62.5% of the associated revenue generated and the remaining
37.5%  will  be  received  by  BlackRock  as  the  securities  lending  agent.  As
securities  lending  revenue  sharing  does  not  increase  the  costs  of  running  the
Fund, this has been excluded from the ongoing charges.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest

Entry Charge None

Exit Charge None*

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is invested or 
before proceeds of your investments are paid out.

Charges taken from the Fund over each year

Ongoing Charges 0.11%**

Charges taken from the Fund under certain conditions

Performance Fee None

Past Performance
Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance.
The chart shows the Fund's annual performance in 
GBP for each full calendar year over the period 
displayed in the chart. It is expressed as a 
percentage change of the Fund's net asset value at 
each year-end. The Fund was launched in 2005. The 
unit class was launched in 2012.
Performance is shown after deduction of ongoing 
charges. Any entry/exit charges are excluded from 
the calculation.
†¹FTSE Actuaries UK Conventional Gilts All Stocks 
Index (GBP)
As of 28 February 2015, the benchmark index 
converted from a close of business valuation to a 
midday valuation. For the purposes of demonstrating 
historic performance in the "Past Performance" table 
from 28 February 2015 or from the launch of the 
share class if later.

Historic performance to 31 December 2021

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

 Fund -4.6 13.4 0.1 9.8 1.8 0.3 6.6 8.4 -5.2

 Target †¹ -3.9 13.9 0.7 10.0 1.9 0.3 6.8 8.5 -5.1

Practical Information
The trustee and depositary of the Fund is The Bank of New York Mellon (International) Limited, which also acts as custodian.
Further information about the Fund can be obtained from the latest annual report and half-yearly reports of the BlackRock Collective Investment Funds (BCIF). These 
documents are available free of charge in English. These can be found, along with other information, such as unit prices, on the BlackRock website at 
www.blackrock.com, on the iShares website at www.ishares.com or by calling Investor Services on 0800 44 55 22.
Investors should note that the tax legislation that applies to the Fund may have an impact on the personal tax position of your investment in the Fund.
The Fund is a sub-fund of BCIF, an umbrella structure comprising different sub-funds. This document is specific to the Fund and unit class stated at the beginning of 
this document. However, the prospectus, annual and half-yearly reports are prepared for the umbrella.
BlackRock Fund Managers Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent 
with the relevant parts of the Fund's prospectus.
The assets of the Fund are held on trust for its unitholders under English trust law which means that its assets cannot be used to discharge the liabilities of other sub-
funds within BCIF. In addition, the Fund's assets are held separately from the assets of other sub-funds.
Investors may switch their units in the Fund for units in another sub-fund within BCIF, subject to meeting certain conditions as set out in the prospectus.
The Remuneration Policy of the Management Company, which describes how remuneration and benefits are determined and awarded, and the associated governance 
arrangements, is available at www.blackrock.com/Remunerationpolicy or on request from the registered office of the Management Company.



 

 

Key Investor Information 
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law  
to help you understand the nature and the risks of investing in this  fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed 
decision  about whether to invest. 

 

Legal & General Global 100 Index Trust 

Class I Accumulation - ISIN: GB00B0CNH056  
The authorised fund manager of the Fund is Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. 

 

OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY 
 

 

 The objective of the Fund is to provide growth by tracking the capital 
performance of the S&P Global 100 Index, (the “Benchmark Index”). This 
objective is after the deduction of charges and taxation. 

 The Benchmark Index is comprised of the top 100 shares in companies of major 
importance across all geographical areas accordance with the index provider’s 
methodology. 

 The Fund seeks to replicate the Benchmark Index and its investments will closely 
match those that make up the Benchmark Index. 

 The Fund will have at least 90% exposure to assets that are included in the 
Benchmark Index. 

 The Fund may also invest in shares which are reasonably expected to become 
part of the Benchmark Index in the near future or are an alternative to a 
constituent of the Benchmark Index, money market instruments (such as treasury 
bills), cash, deposits and collective investment schemes, including those 
managed or operated by the Manager or an associate of the Manager. 

 The Fund may use derivatives (contracts which have a value linked to the price 
of another asset) to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
• reduce risk or cost; or                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
• generate additional capital or income with no, or an acceptably low, level of risk. 

 

Other information: 
 The Fund is passively managed as it tracks the Benchmark Index. 
 Your units will be accumulation units. Income from the Fund's investments 

(dividends) will be reinvested back into the value of your units. 
 You can buy or sell units in this Fund on any business day. You need to contact 

us with your instruction before 3.00pm. This is the time we calculate unit prices for 
this Fund. If you contact us after 3.00pm, the units will be bought or sold at the 
next business day's price. 

 The Fund's base currency is denominated in sterling (British pounds). 
 This Fund may be suitable for investors looking for growth by tracking the top 100 

shares in companies of major importance across all geographical areas as 
represented by the Benchmark Index. 

 Although investors can take their money out at any time, this Fund may not be 
appropriate for those who plan to withdraw their money within five years. 

 This Fund is not designed for investors who cannot afford more than a minimal 
loss of their investment. 

 If you do not understand this document we recommend you seek additional 
information to help you decide if this Fund is right for you. 

 
 

RISK AND REWARD PROFILE 
 

 

 The Risk and Reward Indicator table demonstrates where the Fund ranks in 
terms of its potential risk and reward. The higher the rank the greater the 
potential reward but the greater the risk of losing money.  It is not guaranteed to 
remain the same and may change over time. It is based on historical data and 
may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the Fund. The 
shaded area in the table above shows the Fund’s ranking on the Risk and 
Reward Indicator. 

 The Fund is in category 5 because it invests in company shares which are 
sensitive to variations in the stock market. The value of company shares can 

change substantially over short periods of time. Company shares are generally 
considered to be higher risk investments than bonds or cash. 

 Even a fund in the lowest category is not a risk free investment. 
 The value of your investment may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. 

You might get back less than you invest. 
Further information on the risks of investing in this fund is contained in the 

Prospectus available at www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. 
The risk and reward indicator may not take account of the following risks of 

investing in the Fund: 
 The Fund could lose money if any institutions providing services such as 

acting as counterparty to derivatives or other instruments, becomes unwilling 
or unable to meet its obligations to the Fund. 

 Derivatives are highly sensitive to changes in the value of the asset on which 
they are based and can increase the size of losses and gains. 

 

 The Fund may have underlying investments that are valued in currencies 
that are different from GBP. Exchange rate fluctuations will impact the value 
of your investment. Currency hedging techniques may be applied to reduce 
this impact but may not entirely eliminate it. 

 
   

Lower risk Higher risk 
   

Potentially lower rewards Potentially higher rewards 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



 

This Fund is authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited is 
authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
This key investor information is accurate as at 30 October 2021. 

CHARGES 

The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential 

return from your investment. 
 

One-off charges taken before or after you invest 

Entry charge 0.00% 

Exit charge 0.00% 

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it 
is invested. 

The price for buying and selling units is subject to a Dilution 
Adjustment See opposite. 

Charges taken from the fund over a year 

Ongoing charge 0.14% 

Charges taken from the fund under certain specific conditions 

Performance fee None  

 

 There are no entry or exit charges. 

 The ongoing charges figure is based on the latest available expenses at 
December 2020. This figure may vary from year to year. 

 This Fund's ongoing charges include any charges made by any other 
funds it may invest in. They exclude portfolio transaction costs. 

 The ongoing charges are taken from the income of the Fund. 
Other costs: 

 Dilution Adjustment: on any day, the prices for buying or selling units in 
this Fund are the same. The Fund manager calculates a single price for 
this Fund based on the mid-point between the buying and selling prices of 
the Fund's assets. In certain circumstances, the Fund manager can adjust 
this price to account for whether there is more money going into or 
coming out of the Fund. This is called a ‘dilution adjustment’. This can 
vary but as an example for this Fund we estimate 0.09% for purchases 
and 0.05% for sales at 04 October 2021. The amount of the dilution 
adjustment may differ in future. 

 For more information about charges and costs, please see the charges 
and expenses section in the Fund's Prospectus, or visit our website at 
legalandgeneral.com/chargesandfees. 

 

PAST PERFORMANCE 
 
 
 
 

  

 Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
 The figures for the Fund take into account the ongoing charges and 

assume income (after any tax) is reinvested. 
 The performance has been calculated in Sterling (British Pounds). 
 The Fund will not replicate the performance of the Benchmark Index 

perfectly due to the expenses, tax and transaction costs incurred by 
the Fund, which are not included in the Benchmark Index. 

 The annual return is for a 12 month period ending 31 December. 
 The Fund launched in 2002. 
 This unit class launched in 2005. 

 

 
 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

 The trustee and depositary is Northern Trust Investor Services Limited. 

 You can obtain further information about the Fund including copies of its prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual reports at 
www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. Paper copies of these documents are also available free of charge in English from Legal & General Investments, 
PO Box 6080, Wolverhampton WV1 9RB. 

 Investors can get other practical information, including the latest prices, dilution adjustment and details of any other unit classes that are available, by 
calling us on 0370 050 0955 Monday to Friday between 8.30am and 6.00pm. Call charges will vary. 

 This Fund is subject to the tax legislation of the United Kingdom, which may have an impact on each investor’s personal tax position. 

 Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, 
inaccurate or inconsistent with the relevant parts of the Prospectus for the Fund. 

 Details of our Remuneration Policy including our Remuneration Committee and how remuneration and benefits are calculated can be accessed from 
www.lgim.com/remuneration. A paper copy is also available free of charge upon request. 

 The Benchmark Index is administered by S&P Dow Jones Indices who are listed on the register of administrators and benchmarks maintained by ESMA. 
 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Fund -3.5 7.4 22.3 9.5 3.5 30.0 12.6 -1.4 25.7 15.1

Index -2.5 8.5 23.0 9.5 4.3 30.4 13.4 0.3 30.4 19.4
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Key Investor Information 
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law  
to help you understand the nature and the risks of investing in this  fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed 
decision  about whether to invest. 

 

Legal & General Global Infrastructure Index Fund 

Class I Accumulation - ISIN: GB00BF0TZG22  
The authorised fund manager of the Fund is Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited (the "Manager"). 

 

OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY 
 

 

 The objective of the Fund is to provide a combination of growth and income by 
tracking the performance of the FTSE Global Core Infrastructure Index, the 
"Benchmark Index". This objective is after the deduction of charges and taxation. 

 The Benchmark Index is comprised of shares in companies with infrastructure 
core activities in accordance with the index provider’s methodology. 

 The Fund seeks to replicate the Benchmark Index and its investments will closely 
match those that make up the Benchmark Index. 

 The Fund will have at least 90% exposure to assets that are included in the 
Benchmark Index. 

 The Fund may also invest in money market instruments (such as treasury bills), 
cash, deposits, shares in companies which are reasonably expected to become 
part of the Benchmark Index in the near future or are an alternative to a 
constituent of the Benchmark Index and collective investment schemes, including 
those managed or operated by the Manager or an associate of the Manager. 

 The Fund may use derivatives (contracts which have a value linked to the price 
of another asset) to: • reduce risk or cost; or • generate additional capital or 
income with no, or an acceptably low, level of risk. 

 

Other information: 

 The Fund is passively managed as it tracks the Benchmark Index. 
 Your units will be accumulation units. Income from the Fund's investments 

(dividends) will be reinvested back into the value of your units. 
 You can buy or sell units in this Fund on any business day. You need to contact 

us with your instruction before 3.00pm. This is the time we calculate unit prices for 
this Fund. If you contact us after 3.00pm, the units will be bought or sold at the 
next business day's price. 

 The Fund's base currency is denominated in sterling (British pounds). 
 This Fund may be suitable for investors looking for a combination of growth and 

income by investing in shares in companies with infrastructure as its core activity 
as represented by the Benchmark Index. 

 Although investors can take their money out at any time, this Fund may not be 
appropriate for those who plan to withdraw their money within five years. 

 This Fund is not designed for investors who cannot afford more than a minimal 
loss of their investment. 

 If you do not understand this document we recommend you seek additional 
information to help you decide if this Fund is right for you. 

 
 

RISK AND REWARD PROFILE 
 

 

 The Risk and Reward Indicator table demonstrates where the Fund ranks in 
terms of its potential risk and reward. The higher the rank the greater the 
potential reward but the greater the risk of losing money.  It is not guaranteed to 
remain the same and may change over time. It is based on historical data and 
may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the Fund. The 
shaded area in the table above shows the Fund’s ranking on the Risk and 
Reward Indicator. 

 The Fund is in category 5 because it invests in company shares which are 
sensitive to variations in the stock market. The value of company shares can 
change substantially over short periods of time. Company shares are generally 
considered to be higher risk investments than bonds or cash. 

 Even a fund in the lowest category is not a risk free investment. 
 The value of your investment may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. 

You might get back less than you invest. 
Further information on the risks of investing in this fund is contained in the 

Prospectus available at www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. 
The risk and reward indicator may not take account of the following risks of 

investing in the Fund: 

 The Fund could lose money if any institutions providing services such as 
acting as counterparty to derivatives or other instruments, becomes unwilling 
or unable to meet its obligations to the Fund. 

 Derivatives are highly sensitive to changes in the value of the asset on which 
they are based and can increase the size of losses and gains. 

 

 The Fund may invest in countries where investment markets are considered 
to be less developed. This means that investments are generally riskier than 
those in developed markets because they: (i) may not be as well regulated; 
(ii) may be more difficult to buy and sell; (iii) may have less reliable 
arrangements for the safekeeping of investments; or (iv) may be more 
exposed to political and taxation uncertainties. The value of the Fund can go 
up or down more often and by larger amounts than funds that invest in 
developed countries, especially in the short-term. 

 Most of the fund holds investments from a particular market sector, that of 
companies within the infrastructure industry. Funds like this can be more 
volatile than funds that invest across many market sectors. This is because 
the value of the fund can go up and down more often and by larger amounts 
than funds that are spread more widely, especially in the short term. 

 This Fund may have underlying investments that are valued in currencies 
that are different from GBP, in which case exchange rate fluctuations will 
impact the value of your investment. Currency hedging techniques may be 
applied to reduce this impact but may not entirely eliminate it. In addition, the 
return in the currency of this share class may be different to the return in your 
own currency. 

 We may take some or all of the ongoing charges from the Fund's capital 
rather than the Fund's income. This increases the amount of income, but it 
reduces the growth potential and may lead to a fall in the value of the Fund. 

 
   

Lower risk Higher risk 
   

Potentially lower rewards Potentially higher rewards 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



 

This Fund is authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited is 
authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
This key investor information is accurate as at 06 May 2022. 

CHARGES 

The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential 

return from your investment. 
 

One-off charges taken before or after you invest 

Entry charge 0.00% 

Exit charge 0.00% 

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it 
is invested. 

The price for buying and selling units is subject to a Dilution 
Adjustment See opposite. 

Charges taken from the fund over a year 

Ongoing charge 0.30% 

Charges taken from the fund under certain specific conditions 

Performance fee None  

 

 There are no entry or exit charges. 

 The ongoing charges figure is based on the latest available expenses at 
January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. 

 This Fund's ongoing charges include any charges made by any other 
funds it may invest in. They exclude portfolio transaction costs. 

 The ongoing charges are taken from the income of the Fund. 
Other costs: 

 Dilution Adjustment: on any day, the prices for buying or selling units in 
this Fund are the same. The Fund manager calculates a single price for 
this Fund based on the mid-point between the buying and selling prices of 
the Fund's assets. In certain circumstances, the Fund manager can adjust 
this price to account for whether there is more money going into or 
coming out of the Fund. This is called a ‘dilution adjustment’. This can 
vary but as an example for this Fund we estimate 0.09% for purchases 
and 0.07% for sales at 17 March 2022. The amount of the dilution 
adjustment may differ in future. 

 For more information about charges and costs, please see the charges 
and expenses section in the Fund's Prospectus, or visit our website at 
legalandgeneral.com/chargesandfees. 

 

PAST PERFORMANCE 
 
 
 
 

  

 Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
 The figures for the Fund take into account the ongoing charges and 

assume income (after any tax) is reinvested. 
 The performance has been calculated in Sterling (British Pounds). 
 The Fund will not replicate the performance of the Benchmark Index 

perfectly due to the expenses, tax and transaction costs incurred by 
the Fund, which are not included in the Benchmark Index. 

 The annual return is for a 12 month period ending 31 December. 
 The Fund launched in 2018. 
 This unit class launched in 2018. 
 In November 2021, the Benchmark index converted from a close 

of business valuation to a 3:00p.m. valuation. Historic 
performance of the Benchmark index has been simulated by the 
Index provider and such data is used for the purposes of 
demonstrating historic performance in the "Past Performance" 
table. 

 

 
 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

 The trustee and depositary is Northern Trust Investor Services Limited. 

 You can obtain further information about the Fund including copies of its prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual reports at 
www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. Paper copies of these documents are also available free of charge in English from Legal & General Investments, 
PO Box 6080, Wolverhampton WV1 9RB. 

 Investors can get other practical information, including the latest prices, dilution adjustment and details of any other unit classes that are available, by 
calling us on 0370 050 0955 Monday to Friday between 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Call charges will vary. 

 This Fund is subject to the tax legislation of the United Kingdom, which may have an impact on each investor’s personal tax position. 

 The Manager may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the 
relevant parts of the Prospectus for the Fund. 

 Details of our Remuneration Policy including our Remuneration Committee and how remuneration and benefits are calculated can be accessed from 
www.lgim.com/remuneration. A paper copy is also available free of charge upon request. 
 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Fund 20.9 -4.6 18.5

Index 21.4 -4.6 18.9
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Key Investor Information 
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law  
to help you understand the nature and the risks of investing in this  fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed 
decision  about whether to invest. 

 

Legal & General Short Dated Sterling Corporate Bond Index Fund 

Class I Accumulation - ISIN: GB00BKGR3H21  
The authorised fund manager of the Fund is Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited (the "Manager"). 

 

OBJECTIVES AND INVESTMENT POLICY 
 

 

 The objective of the Fund is to provide a combination of growth and income by 
tracking the performance of the Markit iBoxx GBP Corporates 1-5 Index, (the 
“Benchmark Index”). This objective is after the deduction of charges and 
taxation. 

 The Fund seeks to replicate as closely as possible the constituents of the 
Benchmark Index. The Fund will have at least 90% exposure to assets that are 
included in the Benchmark Index. 

 The Benchmark Index is comprised of investment grade corporate bonds(a type 
of loan that pays interest)  that are short dated (i.e. up to 5 years in maturity) and 
denominated in British Pounds. 

 The bonds that the Fund invests in will be primarily investment grade (rated as 
lower risk). Investment grade bonds are bonds that have achieved a higher credit 
rating from a rating agency. Credit ratings give an indication of how likely it is that 
the issuer of a bond will be able to pay back interest and the loan on time. 

 The Fund may also invest in money market instruments (such as treasury bills), 
cash, deposits, bonds which are reasonably expected to become part of the 
Benchmark Index in the near future or are an alternative to a constituent of the 
Benchmark Index and collective investment schemes, including those managed 
or operated by the Manager or an associate of the Manager. 

 The Fund may use derivatives (contracts which have a value linked to the price 
of another asset) to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

• reduce risk or cost; or                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
• generate additional capital or income with no, or an acceptably low, level of risk. 

 

Other information: 
 The Fund is passively managed as it tracks the Benchmark Index. 
 Your units will be accumulation units. Income from the Fund's investments 

(interest) will be reinvested back into the value of your units. 
 You can buy or sell units in this Fund on any business day. You need to contact 

us with your instruction before 12 noon. This is the time we calculate unit prices 
for this Fund. If you contact us after 12 noon, the units will be bought or sold at the 
next business day's price. 

 The Fund's base currency is denominated in sterling (British pounds). 
 This Fund may be suitable for investors looking for a combination of growth and 

income by tracking the market in investment grade corporate bonds that are short 
dated and denominated in British Pounds as represented by the Benchmark 
Index. 

 Although investors can take their money out at any time, this Fund may not be 
appropriate for those who plan to withdraw their money within five years. 

 This Fund is not designed for investors who cannot afford more than a minimal 
loss of their investment. 

 If you do not understand this document we recommend you seek additional 
information to help you decide if this Fund is right for you. 

 
 

RISK AND REWARD PROFILE 
 

 

 The Risk and Reward Indicator table demonstrates where the Fund ranks in 
terms of its potential risk and reward. The higher the rank the greater the 
potential reward but the greater the risk of losing money.  It is not guaranteed to 
remain the same and may change over time. It is based on historical data and 
may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the Fund. The 
shaded area in the table above shows the Fund’s ranking on the Risk and 
Reward Indicator. 

 The Fund is in category 3 because it invests in company or government bonds 
which are sensitive to changes in interest rates, inflation and credit. This can be 
driven by political and economic changes and other significant events and may 
cause the value to go up and down.  Bonds that are closer to their maturity date 
tend to be more stable in value. Bonds are generally considered to be higher 
risk investments than cash, but lower risk than company shares. 

 Even a fund in the lowest category is not a risk free investment. 
 The value of your investment may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. 

You might get back less than you invest. 
Further information on the risks of investing in this fund is contained in the 

Prospectus available at www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. 

The risk and reward indicator may not take account of the following risks of 
investing in the Fund: 

 The Fund could lose money if any institutions providing services such as 
acting as counterparty to derivatives or other instruments, becomes unwilling 
or unable to meet its obligations to the Fund. 

 The Fund holds bonds that are traded through agents, brokers or investment 
banks matching buyers and sellers. This makes the bonds less easy to buy 
and sell than investments traded on an exchange. In exceptional 
circumstances the Fund may not be able to sell bonds and may defer 
withdrawals, or suspend dealing. The Directors can only delay paying out if it 
is in the interests of all investors and with the permission of the Fund 
depositary. 

 The Fund invests directly or indirectly in bonds which are issued by 
companies or governments. If these companies or governments experience 
financial difficulty, they may be unable to pay back some or all of the interest, 
original investment or other payments that they owe. If this happens, the 
value of the Fund may fall. 

 Investment returns on bonds are sensitive to trends in interest rate 
movements. Such changes will affect the value of your investment. 

 Derivatives are highly sensitive to changes in the value of the asset on which 
they are based and can increase the size of losses and gains. 

 

 We may take some or all of the ongoing charges from the Fund's capital 
rather than the Fund's income. This increases the amount of income, but it 
reduces the growth potential and may lead to a fall in the value of the Fund. 

 

   

Lower risk Higher risk 
   

Potentially lower rewards Potentially higher rewards 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



 

This Fund is authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited is 
authorised in the United Kingdom and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
This key investor information is accurate as at 21 April 2022. 

CHARGES 

The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential 

return from your investment. 
 

One-off charges taken before or after you invest 

Entry charge 0.00% 

Exit charge 0.00% 

This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it 
is invested. 

The price for buying and selling units is subject to a Dilution 
Adjustment See opposite. 

Charges taken from the fund over a year 

Ongoing charge 0.14% 

Charges taken from the fund under certain specific conditions 

Performance fee None  

 

 There are no entry or exit charges. 

 The ongoing charges figure is based on the latest available expenses at 
January 2022. This figure may vary from year to year. 

 This Fund's ongoing charges include any charges made by any other 
funds it may invest in. They exclude portfolio transaction costs. 

 The ongoing charges are taken from the capital of the Fund. 
Other costs: 

 Dilution Adjustment: on any day, the prices for buying or selling units in 
this Fund are the same. The Fund manager calculates a single price for 
this Fund based on the mid-point between the buying and selling prices of 
the Fund's assets. In certain circumstances, the Fund manager can adjust 
this price to account for whether there is more money going into or 
coming out of the Fund. This is called a ‘dilution adjustment’. This can 
vary but as an example for this Fund we estimate 0.16% for purchases 
and 0.16% for sales at 17 March 2022. The amount of the dilution 
adjustment may differ in future. 

 For more information about charges and costs, please see the charges 
and expenses section in the Fund's Prospectus, or visit our website at 
legalandgeneral.com/chargesandfees.  

 

PAST PERFORMANCE 
 
 
 
 

  

 Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
 The figures for the Fund take into account the ongoing charges and 

assume income (after any tax) is reinvested. 
 The performance has been calculated in Sterling (British Pounds). 
 The Fund will not replicate the performance of the Benchmark Index 

perfectly due to the expenses, tax and transaction costs incurred by 
the Fund, which are not included in the Benchmark Index. 

 The annual return is for a 12 month period ending 31 December. 
 The Fund launched in 2014. 
 This unit class launched in 2014. 

 

 
 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

 The trustee and depositary is Northern Trust Investor Services Limited. 

 You can obtain further information about the Fund including copies of its prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual reports at 
www.legalandgeneral.com/reports. Paper copies of these documents are also available free of charge in English from Legal & General Investments, 
PO Box 6080, Wolverhampton WV1 9RB. 

 Investors can get other practical information, including the latest prices, dilution adjustment and details of any other unit classes that are available, by 
calling us on 0370 050 0955 Monday to Friday between 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Call charges will vary. 

 This Fund is subject to the tax legislation of the United Kingdom, which may have an impact on each investor’s personal tax position. 

 The Manager may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the 
relevant parts of the Prospectus for the Fund. 

 Details of our Remuneration Policy including our Remuneration Committee and how remuneration and benefits are calculated can be accessed from 
www.lgim.com/remuneration. A paper copy is also available free of charge upon request. 
 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Fund 0.9 4.9 2.4 -0.3 4.9 3.9 -0.9

Index 1.5 5.4 2.6 -0.3 5.0 3.8 -0.7
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Key Investor Information
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

Vanguard FTSE U.K. All Share Index Unit Trust
(the "Fund")

GBP Acc
ISIN: GB00B3X7QG63
Manager: Vanguard Investments UK, Limited ("VIUK")

Objectives and investment policy
2 The Fund seeks to track the performance of the FTSE All-Share Index

(the “Index”).
2 The Index is a free-float market-capitalisation weighted index representing

the performance of all eligible companies listed on the London Stock
Exchange's main market, which pass screening for size and liquidity.
Free-float means that only shares readily available in the market are
included when calculating a company's weight in a given index and
excludes locked-in shares (such as those held by governments). Market-
capitalisation is the value of a company's outstanding shares in the market
and shows the size of a company.

2 The Fund is a passive fund which means it takes the form of tracking a
specific index in order to replicate its performance.

2 The Fund attempts to:
1. Track the performance of the Index as closely as possible by investing
in a representative sample of the component shares of the Index.
2. Remain fully invested in shares and hold small amounts of cash except
in extraordinary market, political or similar conditions where the Fund may
temporarily depart from this investment policy to avoid losses.

2 The Fund may use derivatives (i.e. a financial contract whose value is
based on the value of a financial asset (such as a share, bond, or currency)
or a market index) in order to reduce risk or cost and/or generate extra
income or growth (known as “efficient portfolio management”).

2 The currency of the unit class is GBP.
2 The Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.

2 Income from the Fund will be reinvested and reflected in the price of units
in the Fund.

2 Portfolio transaction costs will have an impact on performance.
2 Units in the Fund can be bought or sold on a daily basis (save on certain

bank holidays or public holidays and subject to certain restrictions
described in Appendix 1 of the Prospectus) by submitting an application
in writing or by telephone. A full list of the days on which units in the Fund
cannot be sold is available on:
https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/loadPDF?country=global&docId=11627

For further information about the objectives and investment policy of
the Fund and Vanguard's relationship with the Index provider, please
see Appendix 1 and the “Disclaimer” section of the Vanguard FTSE
U.K. All Share Index Unit Trust Prospectus (the “Prospectus”). See
the Practical Information Section for details of how to obtain a copy
of the Prospectus.

Risk and reward profile
Lower risk Higher risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable

indication of the future risk profile of the Fund.
2 The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
2 The lowest category does not mean “risk free”.
2 The Fund is rated 5 due to the nature of its investments which include

the risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund's
investments or expose the Fund to losses.
- The value of equities and equity-related securities can be affected by
daily stock market movements. Other influential factors include political,
economic news, company earnings and significant corporate events.
- Investment risk is concentrated in specific sectors, countries, currencies
or companies. This means the Fund is more sensitive to any localised
economic, market, political or regulatory events.

The risk and reward indicator does not take account of the following
risks of investing in the Fund:
2 Counterparty risk. The insolvency of any institutions providing services

such as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or
other instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

2 Liquidity risk. Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers
to allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily which could cause
the Fund to incur higher costs when buying or selling investments or could
mean that the Fund is not able to buy or sell investments when it would
like to do so.

2 Index tracking risk. The Fund is not expected to track the performance of
the Index at all times with perfect accuracy. The Fund is, however,
expected to provide investment results that, before expenses, generally
correspond to the price and yield performance of the Index.

2 Index sampling risk. As the Fund uses an index sampling technique
whereby a representative sample of securities are selected to represent
the Index, there is the risk that the securities selected for the Fund may
not, in the aggregate, approximate the full Index.

2 Use of derivatives. The use of derivatives could increase or reduce
exposure to underlying assets and result in greater fluctuations of the
Fund's net asset value.

For further information on risks please see the "Risk Factors and
Performance" section of the Prospectus on our website at 
https://global.vanguard.com



Charges
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential
growth of your investment.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest
    Entry charge None
    Exit charge None
This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is
invested / before the proceeds of your investment are paid out.
Charges taken from the Fund over a year
    Ongoing charges 0.06%
Charges taken from the Fund under certain specific conditions
    Performance fee None

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures and in some cases
you might pay less. Investors can find out the actual entry and exit charges
from their distributor.
The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the year ended 31
December 2021. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio
transaction costs.
For further information about charges please see the sections entitled
“Buying Units”, “Redeeming Units”, “Charges and Expenses”, ”Dilution
Adjustment” and Appendix 1 of the Prospectus on our website at 
https://global.vanguard.com
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2 Past performance:
1. Is not a reliable indication of future performance.
2. Includes ongoing charges and the reinvestment of income. It

excludes entry and exit fees.
3. Has been calculated in GBP.

2 Units in the Fund were first issued in 2009.
This unit class was launched in 2009.

Practical information
2 Trustee / Depositary: The Vanguard FTSE U.K. All Share Index Unit Trust trustee is State Street Trustees Limited.
2 Documents, prices of units and further information: You can obtain copies of the Prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual report and

accounts for the Fund along with the latest published prices of units and other information on the Fund, from our website at https://global.vanguard.com.
These documents are available in English and are free of charge.

2 Prices: The last published prices of units in the Fund are also available from the FT's website www.ft.com or https://global.vanguard.com
2 Shares: You may exchange your shares in the Fund for shares in any other sub-funds of Vanguard FTSE U.K. All Share Index Unit Trust. An entry charge

may apply. Details of switching are provided in the Prospectus.
2 Sub-funds: The Fund is a unit trust and no other sub-funds are available.
2 Liability: VIUK may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the

relevant parts of the Prospectus for this Fund.
2 Tax: Vanguard FTSE U.K. All Share Index Unit Trust is subject to the tax laws of United Kingdom. Depending on your country of residence, this may

have an impact on your personal tax position. You are recommended to consult your professional tax adviser.
2 Remuneration policy: Details of the Vanguard European Remuneration Policy are available at https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/portal/ucits-investment-information

including: (a) a description of how remuneration and benefits are calculated; and (b) the identities of persons responsible for awarding remuneration and
benefits. A paper copy of these details may be obtained, free of charge, on request from the Head of Human Resources, Europe; Vanguard Asset Services,
Limited; 4th Floor; The Walbrook Building; 25 Walbrook; London EC4N 8AF.

The Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). VIUK is authorised and regulated in the UK by the FCA.This
key investor information is accurate as at 15/02/2022.



Key Investor Information
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

Vanguard FTSE U.K. Equity Income Index Fund
(the "Fund")
A sub-fund of Vanguard® Investments Funds ICVC

GBP Acc
ISIN: GB00B59G4H82
Authorised Corporate Director: Vanguard Investments UK, Limited ("VIUK")

Objectives and investment policy
2 The Fund seeks to track the performance of the FTSE U.K. Equity Income

Index (the “Index”).
2 The Index consists of common shares of companies listed on the London

Stock Exchange's main market, that are expected to pay dividends that
generally are higher than average.

2 The Fund is a passive fund which means it takes the form of tracking a
specific index in order to replicate its performance.

2 The Fund attempts to:
1. Track the performance of the Index by investing in all constituent shares
of the Index in the same proportion as the Index.
2. Remain fully invested and hold small amounts of cash except in
extraordinary market, political or similar conditions where the Fund may
temporarily depart from this investment policy to avoid losses.

2 The Fund may use derivatives (i.e. a financial contract whose value is
based on the value of a financial asset (such as a share, bond, or currency)
or a market index) in order to reduce risk or cost and/or generate extra
income or growth (known as “efficient portfolio management”).

2 The currency of the share class is GBP.
2 The Fund may not be appropriate for short-term investment.
2 Income from the Fund will be reinvested and reflected in the price of

shares in the Fund.
2 Portfolio transaction costs will have an impact on performance.

2 Shares in the Fund can be bought or sold on a daily basis (save on certain
bank holidays or public holidays and subject to certain restrictions
described in Appendix 1 of the Prospectus) by submitting an application
in writing or by telephone. A full list of the days on which units in the Fund
cannot be sold is available on:
https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/loadPDF?country=global&docId=11627

 For further information about the objectives and investment policy
of the Fund and Vanguard's relationship with the Index provider,
please see Appendix 1 and the “Disclaimer” section of the Vanguard
Investments Funds ICVC Prospectus (the “Prospectus”). See the
Practical Information Section for details of how to obtain a copy of the
Prospectus. 

Risk and reward profile
Lower risk Higher risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable

indication of the future risk profile of the Fund.
2 The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
2 The lowest category does not mean “risk free”.
2 The Fund is rated 6 due to the nature of its investments which include

the risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund's
investments or expose the Fund to losses.
- The value of equities and equity-related securities can be affected by
daily stock market movements. Other influential factors include political,
economic news, company earnings and significant corporate events.
- Investment risk is concentrated in specific sectors, countries, currencies
or companies. This means the Fund is more sensitive to any localised
economic, market, political or regulatory events.

The risk and reward indicator does not take account of the following
risks of investing in the Fund:
2 Counterparty risk. The insolvency of any institutions providing services

such as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or
other instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

2 Liquidity risk. Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers
to allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily which could cause
the Fund to incur higher costs when buying or selling investments or could
mean that the Fund is not able to buy or sell investments when it would
like to do so.

2 Index tracking risk. The Fund is not expected to track the performance of
the Index at all times with perfect accuracy. The Fund is, however,
expected to provide investment results that, before expenses, generally
correspond to the price and yield performance of the Index.

2 Index sampling risk. As the Fund uses an index sampling technique
whereby a representative sample of securities are selected to represent
the Index, there is the risk that the securities selected for the Fund may
not, in the aggregate, approximate the full Index.

2 Use of derivatives. The use of derivatives could increase or reduce
exposure to underlying assets and result in greater fluctuations of the
Fund's net asset value.

For further information on risks please see the “Risk Factors” section
of the Prospectus on our website at https://global.vanguard.com



Charges
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential
growth of your investment. Any charges to the investor will be taken from capital, not income. This may increase the level of income paid but will result in
capital erosion and will constrain growth.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest
    Entry charge None
    Exit charge None
This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is
invested / before the proceeds of your investment are paid out.
Charges taken from the Fund over a year
    Ongoing charges 0.14%
Charges taken from the Fund under certain specific conditions
    Performance fee None

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures and in some cases
you might pay less. Investors can find out the actual entry and exit charges
from their distributor.
The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the year ended 31
December 2021. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio
transaction costs.
For further information about charges please see the sections entitled
“Buying Shares”, “Redeeming Shares”, “Charges and Expenses”, ”
Dilution Adjustment” and Appendix 1 of the Prospectus on our website
at https://global.vanguard.com
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2 Past performance:
1. Is not a reliable indication of future performance.
2. Includes ongoing charges and the reinvestment of income. It

excludes entry and exit fees.
3. Has been calculated in GBP.

2 Shares in the Fund were first issued in 2009.
This share class was launched in 2009.

Practical information
2 Depositary: The Vanguard Investments Funds ICVC ("VIF") depositary is State Street Trustees Limited.
2 Documents, prices of shares and further information: You can obtain copies of the Prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual report and

accounts for VIF , along with the latest published prices of shares and other information on the Fund, from our website at https://global.vanguard.com.These
documents are available in English and are free of charge.

2 Sub-funds: VIF is an umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds. This means that the assets of the Fund are maintained separately under
law from the assets of the other sub-funds of VIF, and each sub-fund is insulated from any liabilities or claims associated with the other sub-funds.

2 Prices: The last published prices of units in the Fund are also available from the FT's website www.ft.com or https://global.vanguard.com
2 Shares: The Fund is part of VIF and has both accumulation and income shares. You may switch some or all of your shares of one type, to shares of

another type within the same Fund, or between other funds of VIF. An entry charge may apply. Details of switching are provided in the Prospectus.
2 Tax: VIF is subject to the tax laws of United Kingdom. Depending on your country of residence, this may have an impact on your personal tax position.

You are recommended to consult your professional tax adviser.
2 Liability: VIUK may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the

relevant parts of the Prospectus for this Fund.
2 Remuneration policy: Details of the Vanguard European Remuneration Policy are available at https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/portal/ucits-investment-information

including: (a) a description of how remuneration and benefits are calculated; and (b) the identities of persons responsible for awarding remuneration and
benefits. A paper copy of these details may be obtained, free of charge, on request from the Head of Human Resources, Europe; Vanguard Asset Services,
Limited; 4th Floor; The Walbrook Building; 25 Walbrook; London EC4N 8AF.

The Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). VIUK is authorised and regulated in the UK by the FCA.This
key investor information is accurate as at 15/02/2022.



Key Investor Information
This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you
understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you can make an informed decision about whether to invest.

Vanguard U.K. Inflation-Linked Gilt Index Fund
(the "Fund")
A sub-fund of Vanguard® Investments Funds ICVC

GBP Acc
ISIN: GB00B45Q9038
Authorised Corporate Director: Vanguard Investments UK, Limited ("VIUK")

Objectives and investment policy
2 The Fund seeks to track the performance of the Bloomberg

U.K. Government Inflation-Linked Float Adjusted Bond Index (the
“Index”).

2 The Index is a float adjusted market-capitalisation weighted index
representing the U.K. government inflation-linked bond market with
maturities greater than one year.

2 Float adjusted means that the Index is calculated to include only securities
that are readily available to purchase on the market, rather than the total
amount of securities issued.

2 Market-capitalisation is the value of an issuer's outstanding securities in
the market and shows the size of an issuer's total outstanding securities.

2 More than 35% in value of the property of the Fund may be invested in
government and public securities issued or guaranteed by the
Government of the United Kingdom.

2 The Fund is a passive fund which means it takes the form of tracking a
specific index in order to replicate its performance.

2 The Fund attempts to:
1. Track the performance of the Index by investing in a representative
sample of Index constituent bonds.
2. Remain fully invested and hold small amounts of cash except in
extraordinary market, political or similar conditions where the Fund may
temporarily depart from this investment policy.

2 The Fund may use derivatives (i.e. a financial contract whose value is
based on the value of a financial asset (such as a share, bond, or currency)
or a market index) in order to reduce risk or cost and/or generate extra
income or growth (known as “efficient portfolio management”).

2 The currency of the share class is GBP.
2 The Fund is more appropriate for long term investments.
2 Income from the Fund will be reinvested and reflected in the price of

shares in the Fund.
2 Portfolio transaction costs will have an impact on performance.
2 Shares in the Fund can be bought or sold on a daily basis (save on certain

bank holidays or public holidays and subject to certain restrictions
described in Appendix 1 of the Prospectus) by submitting an application
in writing or by telephone. A full list of the days on which units in the Fund
cannot be sold is available on:
https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/loadPDF?country=global&docId=11627

 For further information about the objectives and investment policy
of the Fund and Vanguard's relationship with the Index provider,
please see Appendix 1 and the “Disclaimer” section of the Vanguard
Investments Funds ICVC Prospectus (the “Prospectus”). See the
Practical Information Section for details of how to obtain a copy of the
Prospectus. 

Risk and reward profile
Lower risk Higher risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 This indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable

indication of the future risk profile of the Fund.
2 The risk category shown is not guaranteed and may change over time.
2 The lowest category does not mean “risk free”.
2 The Fund is rated 5 due to the nature of its investments which include

the risks listed below. These factors may impact the value of the Fund's
investments or expose the Fund to losses.
- The value of bonds and fixed income-related securities is affected by
influential factors such as interest rates, inflation, credit spreads and
volatility which, in turn, are driven by other factors including political,
economic news, company earnings and significant corporate events.
- Investment risk is concentrated in specific sectors, countries, currencies
or companies. This means the Fund is more sensitive to any localised
economic, market, political or regulatory events.

The risk and reward indicator does not take account of the following
risks of investing in the Fund:
2 Counterparty risk. The insolvency of any institutions providing services

such as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or
other instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.

2 Liquidity risk. Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers
to allow the Fund to sell or buy investments readily which could cause
the Fund to incur higher costs when buying or selling investments or could
mean that the Fund is not able to buy or sell investments when it would
like to do so.

2 Credit risk. The issuer of a financial asset held within the Fund may not
pay income or repay capital to the Fund when due.

2 Index tracking risk. The Fund is not expected to track the performance of
the Index at all times with perfect accuracy. The Fund is, however,
expected to provide investment results that, before expenses, generally
correspond to the price and yield performance of the Index.

2 Index sampling risk. As the Fund uses an index sampling technique
whereby a representative sample of securities are selected to represent
the Index, there is the risk that the securities selected for the Fund may
not, in the aggregate, approximate the full Index.

2 Inflation risk. The value of your investments may not be worth as much
in the future due to changes in purchasing power resulting from inflation.

2 Use of derivatives. The use of derivatives could increase or reduce
exposure to underlying assets and result in greater fluctuations of the
Fund's net asset value.

For further information on risks please see the “Risk Factors” section
of the Prospectus on our website at https://global.vanguard.com



Charges
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Fund, including the costs of marketing and distributing it. These charges reduce the potential
growth of your investment.

One-off charges taken before or after you invest
    Entry charge None
    Exit charge None
This is the maximum that might be taken out of your money before it is
invested / before the proceeds of your investment are paid out.
Charges taken from the Fund over a year
    Ongoing charges 0.12%
Charges taken from the Fund under certain specific conditions
    Performance fee None

The entry and exit charges shown are maximum figures and in some cases
you might pay less. Investors can find out the actual entry and exit charges
from their distributor.
The ongoing charges figure is based on expenses for the year ended 31
December 2021. This figure may vary from year to year. It excludes portfolio
transaction costs.
For further information about charges please see the sections entitled
“Buying Shares”, “Redeeming Shares”, “Charges and Expenses”, ”
Dilution Adjustment” and Appendix 1 of the Prospectus on our website
at https://global.vanguard.com
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2 Past performance:
1. Is not a reliable indication of future performance.
2. Includes ongoing charges and the reinvestment of income. It

excludes entry and exit fees.
3. Has been calculated in GBP.

2 Shares in the Fund were first issued in 2011.
This share class was launched in 2011.

Practical information
2 Depositary: The Vanguard Investments Funds ICVC ("VIF") depositary is State Street Trustees Limited.
2 Documents, prices of shares and further information: You can obtain copies of the Prospectus and the latest annual and semi-annual report and

accounts for VIF , along with the latest published prices of shares and other information on the Fund, from our website at https://global.vanguard.com.These
documents are available in English and are free of charge.

2 Sub-funds: VIF is an umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds. This means that the assets of the Fund are maintained separately under
law from the assets of the other sub-funds of VIF, and each sub-fund is insulated from any liabilities or claims associated with the other sub-funds.

2 Prices: The last published prices of units in the Fund are also available from the FT's website www.ft.com or https://global.vanguard.com
2 Shares: The Fund is part of VIF and has both accumulation and income shares. You may switch some or all of your shares of one type, to shares of

another type within the same Fund, or between other funds of VIF. An entry charge may apply. Details of switching are provided in the Prospectus.
2 Tax: VIF is subject to the tax laws of United Kingdom. Depending on your country of residence, this may have an impact on your personal tax position.

You are recommended to consult your professional tax adviser.
2 Liability: VIUK may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the

relevant parts of the Prospectus for this Fund.
2 Remuneration policy: Details of the Vanguard European Remuneration Policy are available at https://global.vanguard.com/portal/site/portal/ucits-investment-information

including: (a) a description of how remuneration and benefits are calculated; and (b) the identities of persons responsible for awarding remuneration and
benefits. A paper copy of these details may be obtained, free of charge, on request from the Head of Human Resources, Europe; Vanguard Asset Services,
Limited; 4th Floor; The Walbrook Building; 25 Walbrook; London EC4N 8AF.

The Fund is authorised in the UK and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). VIUK is authorised and regulated in the UK by the FCA.This
key investor information is accurate as at 15/02/2022.


